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Across

5. teenagers like to be very 

____________and parents hate it

10. I am very ________________when it 

comes to math, its complicated

14. parrots like to ____________ what 

other people say

15. girl fights always seem to start with 

a ____________ at first, and then the 

hands are thrown

17. my clothes are very 

_______________i need different clothing

19. when someone is coming over and 

my room is a mess, i only clean the 

________stuff

20. once im mad and start going off, im 

____________

21. i would never ___________ 

disrespectful behavior

23. when i dont get what i want, i can be 

very _________

24. Bipolar people are very _______, you 

never know with them

25. math seems 

______________sometimes

Down

1. Bullyin is not always physical 

abusive, it can be ___________ too.

2. mother teresa is __________ as a 

saint

3. the hot weather is here and its too 

hot to do anything which makes me very 

____________

4. during my speeches, i made many 

_________, which caused my grades ro 

drop

6. in order to be a savage you must 

have _____________

7. i __________the questions when im 

asked to speak the truth

8. the search for a 

______________level of knowledge is 

something i strive for

9. There's very huge____________ of 

mash pits in concerts. Its hard to get out 

without getting pushed

11. very _____________ people are nice, 

and easy to be friends with

12. my parents show ___________ 

towards my brother

13. My ______________ was so strong 

that i got an A on my argument essay

16. it was the barest of welcomes, but 

its was a welcome _____________

18. Everytime i come home my dogs are 

very ____________

22. a drug dealer is a __________


